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A 40-foot hallway
provides a walk through
time at Columbus
Community Hospital.

Environments that
INVITE, COMFORT, ENGAGE,
EDUCATE, INSPIRE,
AND CELEBRATE!

Lists of names
gain respect when
given form and
meaningful context.

by Dan Cheramy

Just as sunshine can improve your
mood, so too can thoughtful environments affect the way you live,
work, play, and meditate.
Who likes to be in a windowless
room? Make it into an uplifting
destination where people want to
be. The simplest way is with a wellappointed wall graphic. Additional
three-dimensional accents can make
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the trompe l’oeil (French for “trick
the eye”) look even more real to the
utter delight of your visitors.
Regular, uninspiring, under-used—
even useless—space is the professional
playground of Cheramy Story
Arts and Marketing, a McFarlandbased studio that reimagines space
to achieve a memorable if not
meaningful presentation.
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Sharing your
mission creatively
inspires others to
believe in and join
your cause.

Scenarios where this makes all the
difference:
• Memory care units that want to
provide a pleasant experience
to engage the memory.
• Chapels and meditation rooms,
particularly those in newer, nondenominational developments,
where vanilla is the safe choice
in a world craving flavorful
meaning.
• Fitness areas and treatment
rooms—areas where people
might not choose to be but
where they know they should
be. Take a step to help them
want to be there.
• Lobbies offer a solid chance to
make a great first impression.
Use it wisely. Tell your story,
proudly present your mission,
honor your heritage, and recognize those who make a difference. Emotional connections
about pride and purpose go a
long way in building identity and
securing your brand.

Special accents,
such as this
door handle
and birdhouse,
make the vinyl
wall graphic
of a weathered
shed seem even
more real.

• Common living or business
areas that undergo a
thoughtful transformation can
foster positive attitudes and
collaboration. In larger facilities,
design themes for each wing
can provide a distinct
personality to help with
way finding.

Dan Cheramy, owner of Cheramy Story
Arts and Marketing, has a background
in advertising, signage, construction,
and various special effects. He is
currently working on a brand-building
mini museum for St. Mary’s Hospital.
Photographs supplied by Dan Cheramy.

Application of these ideas in office
buildings, living communities, or
even in single homes are so deeply
personal and unique to each space.
It takes professional talent and skill to
make your environment one that is
like sunshine on a cloudy day.
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